
 

 

 
 
Weir Was Not Wanted 
 
Written by Katie Wallbaum 
 
For all the hype and publicity which the Capital City Recreation Park received in early 1970s, 

there were many misgivings and criticisms of the proposed plan. One of the major issues 

identified in the plan was the proposed weir designed to raise the water level in the river, making 

it more suited to water craft recreation. Opponents to the construction of a weir voiced their 

concerns regarding the effects that a weir would have on water quality.  However, those on the 

project committee suggested that the adverse effects are, “recognized as potential problems but 

[are] not insurmountable.”1 Still, problems with the weir far exceeded water quality, and other 

potential dilemmas included increased sewage and sedimentation build-up, increased algae 

growth, increased numbers of gravel bars, increased foul odours and health hazards, impeded 

fish movement, and increased potential for bank erosion and slumping.2 Even S.T.O.P., a local 

anti-pollution group, got involved in the discussion and reminded the city that “a weir might be 

in contravention of the federal fisheries act.”3 The number of problems with the planned weir far 

outweighed the potential recreational benefits. As E.E. Daniel described in an editorial in the 

Edmonton Journal, even the possibility of skating on the frozen river would be unlikely: “there 

are three major sources of thermal pollution in the river -- the university cooling plant… the 

Edmonton power plants at the 105th Street Bridge and Clover Bar. On account of the thermal 

pollution from these plants, the river is usually open for a long way downstream from the 

                                                 
1 “Misgivings on river weir,” in the Edmonton Journal, April 26, 1975. 
2 “That river weir,” in the Edmonton Journal, October 8, 1975. 
3 “Public hearing on weir sought by city group,” in the Edmonton Journal, October 28, 1975. 



 

 

university cooling plant.”4 Eventually common sense did win over the park planners and the idea 

for a weir was thrown out. However the reasoning behind the scrapping seems more in line with 

the potential monetary costs rather than the environmental issues cited by opponents. As the 

Edmonton Journal reported, “at least $50 million to $100 million would be needed to make the 

Edmonton portion of the North Saskatchewan River suitable for swimming.”5 The monetary and 

environmental costs far outweighed the minimal recreational benefits of building a weir, and in 

the end the doomed idea was dropped. 

                                                 
4 “River valley park -- a great idea -- but with snags,” in the Edmonton Journal, June 25, 1974. 
5 “Provincial gov’t scraps plans for weir on river,” in the Edmonton Journal, November 7, 1975. 


